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Dear reader,
I would like to welcome
you to our first art
catalog by Orange
Shark. I am extremely
glad that after thirty-
seven years our brand is
getting its digital attire.
Guided by the vision of
handmade products that
live at the crossroads of
simplicity and elegance,
we are extremely happy
to meet you and make
you stand out in this
world through our new

Welcome to Orange Shark
platform. In times of
lockdowns and
shutdowns,Orange
Shark remains of a free
heart and mind. We
remain creative beings
for You.

Tatjana Šebek Markušić
Owner & artist
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products.

Art.

Living. Home.

Aroma-
therapy.

Fashion. Handmade.



Home
by orange shark.

Hand-made
Garden boxes

Painting framed
with mosaic

combined technique, mosaic, oil on glass

50x70 cm

Home is a place where people live who are our center, where our hearts pull us and
what we ALWAYS think about.

Home is our soul. The Home by Orange shark concept is inspired by connecting
everything a household loves - tiny details that make it warmer as a careful interior
design that makes it stand out.

The Lauma collection transmits the
spirit of the Orange Shark to your
interior and exterior. Made of cold
ceramics and resistant to weather
conditions, it is an ideal addition to
your garden as well as your interior.
Unique bowl for interiors and
exteriors, exclusively intended for
flowers and arrangements. Not usable
for food items.



Home
by orange shark.

Custom-made
mirror

Orange shark "Mirror by Tatjana" is part
of the series Home by Orange Shark,
handmade unique items signed by our
painter and artist Tatjana Šebek
Markušić. The Home by Orange Shark
collection is inspired by the uniqueness
of the place we call Home and each part
of that collection is unique and
unrepeatable - like your home.

Unique mosaic
furniture

Combined technique,
wood, mosaic, height
120 cm



Home
by orange shark.

Art style

As a Lifestyle.

We create details in our studio for home
and your free time. It is the unique,
special, imaginative what we emphasize
in our production process.

Home by Orange shark collection is an
imaginative collection of ceramics for
the home, painted glass, garden details
and gifts and unique custom-made
pieces of furniture according to your
wishes for your space.

Life is made up of details.

Life is made up of the little things that will
do to us cheerful, relaxed with people
who we love - in the place we call home.



Living
by orange shark.

fashion.

From fashion and jewelry through
aromatherapy programs to the painting studio,
Orange shark products are handmade uniques
designed by the owner Tatjana Šebek
Markušić. The link of all our products is the
artstyle that makes you stand out and refined in
a world where trends are shifting every day.

Living by Orange shark collection is the point at
which our vision is particularly pronounced.



My Angel
by orange shark.

I believe in
Angels.
I also believe in
GoodPeople.
Special people.
Peoplewhoennoble
uswith their kindness
andLove. Suchpeople
areour earthly angels.
They areours friends,
family, casual
acquaintances. There is no

encounter by the accident.

TheMyAngel collectionwas created as a
visionof images thatwill takeon as a lasting

reminder to someonewe love,weappreciate…
let's not forget Love!



My Angel
by orange shark.

Hand-made dolls “The Frajle”

Custom-made Greeting cards

My Angel paintings collection

Unique and handmade dolls, to complete
your interior.

Each doll is inspired by their story and desire
to complete the happiness in your home.

The Frajle are dolls that are for children aged
18-90 and are by no means a children's toy
because of the small details that make them
special.

Unique painting-greeting card for special
occasions, author's work by painter Tatjana
Šebek Markušić.

The painting was made with a combined
technique on canvas and remains as an artistic
memory of special days in your life.

My Angel is a collection of illustrations,
created with a lot of love in the art studio of
the painter Tatjana Šebek Markušić.

The image has a certificate of authenticity
and in appropriate packaging.



Art
by orange shark.

Paintings, mosaics, stained glass, illustrations,
caricatures ...

Art by Orange shark has been the heart of our
brand since 1983. All pictures are signatures by
Tatjana which, in addition to our motifs, can also
be inspired by yours by ordering a custom art
piece by Tatjana. You can also see an overview
of our painter's works in our e-studio.



ORANGE SHARK
PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Thebasic concept
of our company is
openness and

honesty.Openness
to ideas.Openness
toprojects.

Openness to new
business partners.
Wecooperatewith
galleries, gift shops,
fashion stores and
webplatforms for
the servicesof our
design and further
distribution.

Our correctness is
focusedon the

quality of the agreed
parameters.Weare
always available for

your inquiries,
suggestionsor
cooperation.

If you have
recognized yourself
and the futureof
your business in the
presented spirit of
theOrangeShark
brand,we look

forward to hear from
you throughour e-

mai:

tatjana@orangeska
rkart.com

Want to highlight your
business with unique business
gifts for your partners?

Do you want to cheer up your
employees with special gifts
that other businesses do not

have?

Maybe you want both?
Orange shark is creative and
guided by a vision - a canvas

for your imagination!

If you have recognized
yourself and the future of your
business in the presented
spirit of the Orange Shark
brand, we looki forward to
hear from you through our e-

mail:

sales@orangesharkart.com

WHOLESALE

PROGRAM

CORPORATE

GIFTING

PROGRAM

mailto:tatjana@orangesharkart.com
mailto:tatjana@orangesharkart.com
mailto:sales@orangesharkart.com


Join us

@ our
e - Atelier.

@ our
Art podcast.

https://www.orangesharkart.com/artists-for-artists


our
story.

About Tatjana.

The orange shark lives at the intersection of simplicity
and elegance. From fashion and jewelry through
aromatherapy programs to the painting studio, Orange
shark products are handmade uniques designed by the
owner Tatjana Šebek Markušić.

The link of all our products is the artstyle that makes you
stand out and refined in a world where trends are shifting
every day.

Orange shark can be ordered in all EU countries,
Southeast Europe (BiH, CG, SB, MK, AL), the United
Kingdom, Norway and Switzerland.

The Orange Shark was founded in 1983. The
headquarters are in Croatia. Our products are unique
"made in Croatia" products - a combination of tradition
and trends - so our headquarters are located in Sisak, an
architectural unique and one of the oldest cities in
Croatia and Europe.

I startedmystorywithOrangeSharkback in1983.Whileendingmystudent
days at the Faculty of Law in Zagreb, I began art project T art, later known
as Tatjana Art Design. Since 1997, the first T art Gallery studios have
opened, which are our first links with the world of galleries, collectors, fairs
and exhibitions. From 1983 until today, I have gradually completely
replaced the world of journalism and law with the world of the creative and
the beautiful.

So today, in addition to original being a painter, I am also a designer,
educator, certified family aromatherapist, and recently I can also boast with
degree as chef and pastry chef. But more about my journey and knowledge
that I’m ready to share with you on our VlogArt Journeys with Tatjana! :)



https://web.facebook.com/orange.shark.art

